Paper Fan Craft Activity

Cool down with this fun and easy paper fan activity from Heritage Square!

Materials:
- Construction or printer paper
- Scissors
- Colored pencils, crayons, or markers
- Glue, glue dots, tape, or a stapler

Instructions:
1) On a flat, even surface, fold your paper back and forth, lengthwise, with each fold about an inch wide. (see picture #2)
2) While the paper is totally folded, fold it again in half, evenly. (see picture #3)
3) (If you don’t want to decorate your fan, skip this step.) Unfold your paper and decorate each fold however you’d like before refolding it to make your fan. You can even shape the tops of the folds with scissors or cut designs into the folds like you would making a snowflake.
4) When you’re finished decorating, with your fan completely refolded, tape, glue, or staple the two folds in the very middle of the paper together. If you use Elmer’s glue, you may have to secure the sides together with a clip until it dries.
5) Gently stretch out the folds and check out your new, cool fan!